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Abstract—This paper presents and evaluates different
computational models for review rating prediction. The models
rely solely on star ratings from an annotated corpus of customer
reviews of mobile apps that were collected from the Google
Play Store in a related work. Fine-granular opinions and
the classification of their sentiment orientation were already
available. The models build upon them to make predictions
based on their polarity. Predicting star ratings is of importance
to the sentiment analysis community because it can better be
understood how customers subjectively rate products. Rating
them consistently with corresponding written reviews, however,
remains a difficult task for automated predictors. This paper
sheds new light in that direction.
Index Terms—Mobile apps, review rating prediction, semantic
sentiment analysis.

I. I NTRODUCTION
OBILE app star ratings and reviews drive apps’
rankings, downloads, updates, and in-app purchases.
That is what a study from Apptentive has found after surveying
smartphone owners and after analysing “historical data from
delivering over 160 million interactions and ratings prompts”
[1]. According to the study, both star ratings and reviews
strongly influence not only the success of mobile apps but
also the consumers’ engagement with them.
The analysis and interpretation of mobile app star ratings
and reviews are not straightforward tasks, however. Monitoring
star ratings and reviews is expensive, difficult to accomplish,
laborious, and error-prone [2]; many of the ratings and reviews
are biased (e.g. app users are more likely to leave ratings or
reviews after a negative experience with the app [1]); reviews
are in general short and often use abbreviations, emoticons,
and informal language; and even star ratings are sometimes
unrelated to the experiences with the app itself (e.g. [3]
analyses how people give poor ratings just because they are
asked to rate the app, explicitly).
Star ratings and reviews are extremely important for brands,
for example, for improving their products based on customers’
feedback. Ratings also matter for marketing purposes and
companies’ reputation: it is not only crucial that a top app
is highly rated but also that it has at least four stars and many
ratings. According to Walz [4], 88% of top-100 Android apps
(51% of top-100 iOS apps) have a rating greater than four
stars, and the average top-100 Android app (top-100 iOS app)
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has 3.1 million (196 thousand) ratings.1 But how to predict or
to influence users’ star ratings?
Star ratings and reviews are also crucial for customers and
their future behaviour when using and recommending the
apps. If new customers trust an app’s ratings and reviews,
then they are more willing to download the app and to
benefit from its functionality, e.g. to buy products easily,
or to connect and communicate instantly with others, or to
simplify daily activities at the office, to name a few benefits.
If their experiences with the app are positive, then they would
recommend it further and even give feedback to the company
for improvements to the app: a win-win situation. Although
customers and companies value feedback differently [5], it is
true that not only star ratings but also the reviews’ content
play an important role for both parts.
However, could we teach users how to rate apps consistently
with the review they are writing for a mobile app? For
example, would it be possible to improve recommendation
accuracy by suggesting to users the most adequate star
rating they should give to a product depending on the
semantic orientation of what they have already written in the
review? How does it compare to previously reviewed mobile
apps? Would an improvement in the accuracy also mean an
improvement of users’ engagement and satisfaction with the
apps?
The remaining sections of this paper continue as follows:
Section II introduces both the task of review rating prediction
and related work in this area. A corpus of annotated reviews
of mobile apps from different domains that is used for analysis
is presented in Section III. Computational models that are
proposed to predict star ratings based on the annotated reviews
of the corpus are topic of Section IV. These models are
analysed and evaluated in several experimental settings that
are defined in Section V. Finally, results are discussed before
the conclusions of the paper are presented together with some
ideas for further work.
II. R ELATED W ORK
The prediction of star ratings (e.g., ratings ranging from 1
to 5 stars) has been the focus of many academic and business
applications to date. In particular, review rating prediction,
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also known as sentiment rating prediction, is a task that deals
with the inference of an author’s implied numerical rating, i.e.
on the prediction of a rating score, from a given written review
[6], [7]. Recommendation systems, for instance, often suggest
products based on star ratings of similar products previously
rated by other users.
Yet analysing a textual review is a much more difficult
task than guessing the rating by only considering other
available numerical scores. This is why not only classifying
sentiment [8], [9] but also predicting rating scores has
captured the attention of the sentiment analysis community
in the last few years. For example, Pang and Lee apply
classification and regression, supervised learning techniques
to rate movie reviews [10], and Goldberg and Zhu extend
their approach by applying a graph-based semi-supervised
learning algorithm that achieves better performance [11].
Tang and co-authors follow a similar approach [12], and
present a neural network-based method that considers not
only the review texts but also author information. They
claim that their method “performs better than several strong
baseline methods which only use textual semantics.” Li and
co-authors go beyond the review texts and their authors, and
add information also about the product that is reviewed, by
modelling all three features using a three-dimensional tensor
[13]. Then, they apply tensor factorisation techniques and
optimise their model using gradient descent. Their results
outperform other similar approaches. Furthermore, Qu et al.
introduce the bag-of-opinions representation for which their
method learns rating scores from domain-independent corpora
using constrained ridge regression [14].
Zhang and co-authors delve deeper into the polarity2 of
a review by stating that “it might not be appropriate to
use overall ratings as ground-truth to label the sentiment
orientations of review texts, as users tend to act differently
when making overall ratings and expressing their true
feelings on detailed product aspects or features” [15].
This means that rating predictors should consider the
subtle differences between review texts as a whole, and
reviews of individual aspects. [16] and [17] come to the
same conclusions, and affirm that textually derived ratings
are better predictors than numerical star ratings. In their
experiments, Zhang and co-authors first let three annotators
manually label the polarity orientation of sample reviews
from a restaurant dataset and then compare them against
automatically generated annotations using unsupervised
review-level sentiment classification [15]. Afterwards, the
annotators label not reviews as a whole but their aspects or
features individually. Again, the results are compared to those
obtained with the methods the authors propose, showing the
inconsistency between textual reviews and numerical ratings
when the latter do not consider phrase-level sentiment polarity.
Gupta and co-authors also apply supervised learning
with a multi-aspect rating prediction for textual reviews of
restaurants [18]. They consider numerical ratings for aspects
2 See

next section for more on polarity.

like food, service, and overall experience, inter alia, as well
as considering the interdependence of aspects for around eight
sentences per review on average. Orimaye and co-authors
introduce a sentence-level polarity correction [19]. Their
technique identifies sentences with inconsistent polarities that
are handled as outliers and, as such, are discarded from the
reviews. This approach might not be convenient for mobile
app reviews, where the length of subjective phrases might be
about two words long on average, and the reviews are not
long enough either [20]. Discarding information in the case of
mobile apps would introduce an extra bias to the problem.
Sänger [20] introduces an aspect-based opinion mining
of mobile apps ratings that extends Klinger and Cimiano’s
work [21], [22]. According to Sänger, Klinger and
Cimiano’s approach was chosen because it deals with
fine-granular aspect-based opinion mining, its implementation
is open-sourced (see https://bitbucket.org/rklinger/jfsa), and it
is suitable for mining text written in German, as is the case of
the dataset he uses (see next section). Sänger concludes that
such a technique is also appropriate for analysing mobile app
reviews; he both adapts and validates Klinger and Cimiano’s
work for such reviews.
Sänger’s approach serves as the background to, and the basis
for, the work presented here. It is worth mentioning, however,
that the goal of the work presented in this paper is not to deal
with aspect identification nor with sentiment classification; but
assuming that these tasks are performed before the star ratings
are predicted. A complement to Sänger’s work, in other words.
Thus, unlike other approaches that identify aspects or classify
sentiment at a fine-granular level, like most of the works
reviewed above (e.g. [10]–[12], [17], [21], to cite but a few),
the idea of our approach is to provide a method for predicting
star ratings based solely on available annotated, fine-granular
opinions.
The next section introduces the dataset that is used for
analysis and validation.
III. C ORPUS OF A NNOTATED C USTOMER R EVIEWS
The annotated corpus used here was initially provided
by Sänger as constructed in [20], later named SCARE as
introduced in [23]. It consists of 1,760 randomly selected,
annotated reviews for a total of 130 mobile apps from different
domains. The annotations consider fine-granular opinions as
well as the app aspects and their relationships. Each textual
review includes a customer evaluation of the app, and has an
associated rating. All textual reviews are in German. Each
evaluation consists of at least one phrase. There is a total
of 6,446 phrases from which 3,959 are manually annotated
subjective phrases. The corpus contains a total of 2,487
aspects.
Sänger claims that his mobile app dataset is the first of its
kind. It comprises a total of 802,860 reviews in German of
148 mobile apps from 11 different categories, the annotated
corpus introduced above being a subset of it. The reviews were
collected from the Google Play Store (see https://play.google.
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com/store) using an open-source API for the Android Market
(see https://code.google.com/archive/p/android-market-api/).
Specifically, the annotated corpus that is used here
contains the following information, which follows the structure
presented in [24]:
all.data A list of all reviews as retrieved through the
Android Market API, including the app’s name, the full
review text, and the star rating given by the user.
all.txt A list of all review texts as they were used in
the annotation process (the review title and its content are
concatenated).
all.csv A list of all annotated subjective phrases and
aspects, each subjective phrase with an internal ID, its
corresponding ID, and its polarity.
all.rel A list of all annotated relations between the
subjective phrases and their aspects.
Figure 1 shows all major steps of the prediction process
that makes use of the annotated corpus. It starts by parsing
the lists introduced above and by creating workspace variables
with which to work.
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process that comprised the development of annotation
guidelines, the explicit training of four annotators on these
guidelines, the annotation of random phrases in iterative
rounds, as well as a later controlling and improvement
of the performed annotations. The final version of the
annotations during the training process achieved a substantial
inter-annotator agreement with a kappa value κ = 0.72,
computed using the Fleiss’ kappa measure (see Chapter 3 in
[20] for more). Then, the actual annotations to be considered
for the corpus were carried out.
It is worth mentioning that the polarity of type unknown
was handled as a default value in the tool that was used for
annotating the corpus (see http://brat.nlplab.org/). According to
Sänger [25], this relates to reviews where the annotators forgot
to specify the polarities. Because the phrase polarity was not
of further interest in his work, there was no need to correct
that issue. Thus, unknown sentiments are not considered for
the experiments that will be introduced in succeeding sections:
they are deleted from the corpus in a cleaning procedure (see
Figure 1).
After cleaning the unknown polarities out, the new
annotated corpus consists of 1,751 reviews, 130 apps, 6,398
phrases, and 3,927 subjective phrases. Table I shows the
distribution of all phrases from the corpus according to their
polarity, before and after the cleaning process has taken place.
Almost two thirds of the subjective phrases express a positive
opinion, and about one-third have a negative polarity.
TABLE I
P OLARITY DISTRIBUTION OF ANNOTATED SUBJECTIVE PHRASES .

Polarity

Before cleaning
Annotated phrases
%

positive
negative
neutral
unknown

2,463
1,433
53
10

62.2
36.2
0.01
0.002

After cleaning
Annotated phrases
%
2,458
1,416
53
–

62.6
36.1
1.3
–

The star ratings associated with the entries from the corpus,
i.e., to the annotated mobile apps reviews, after the cleaning
process are summarised in Table II.
Fig. 1 Prediction process.

The polarity of a phrase depends on the expressed opinion,
and thus on the semantic orientation or sentiment of the
phrase, i.e., whether the expressed opinion of the opinion
holder3 is positive, negative, or neutral [7]. Since a review
might have more than one phrase, calculating the polarity of
the review would depend on the polarities of its phrases. In
particular, mobile app reviews are much shorter than other
product reviews, use language constructs that are similar to
those used in micro-blogging (e.g., Twitter), have unstructured
sentences in general, and often use more concise words [20].
According to Sänger [20], the subjective phrases were
annotated and their polarity determined following a rigorous
3 The

person that holds the opinion [9]. Also, opinion source.

TABLE II
D ISTRIBUTION OF STAR RATINGS .
Star rating

No. of annotated reviews

%

1
2
3
4
5

295
111
136
299
910

16.8
6.3
7.8
17.1
52.0

If reviews with 4-5 stars are considered positive reviews
and those with 1-2 stars are considered negative reviews
(the thumbs-up-thumbs-down approach suggested by Liu in
[7]), then over two-thirds of the reviews from the annotated
corpus have a positive polarity (69.1%) and only about one
out of four reviews is negative (23.1%). Compared to the
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100

count of star-ratings per app

subjective phrases polarities from Table I, these are slightly
smaller values (62.6% positive polarity). This means that
the expressed opinions from the corpus are in general more
positive when they are given as an overall numerical rating
than when taking into account their individual subjective
phrases (probably aspect-related) polarity. It can be observed
in Figure 2 that the line depicting the average of star ratings
is above the expected line averaging the subjective phrases
polarity. The fine-granular analysis suggested by Klinger and
Cimiano [21], [22] and extended by Sänger [20] confirms the
findings from other approaches [15]–[17] with respect to the
subtle differences between ratings of reviews as a whole and
as differentiated subjective phrases.
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Fig. 3 Number of star ratings and subjective phrases for each app in the
annotated corpus.
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Fig. 2 Average of labelled star ratings versus average of subjective phrases
polarity.

Figure 3 shows the number of star ratings and subjective
phrases for each app after a filtering procedure (see Figure 1)
that groups them together according to the reviews associated
with that app. There are about twice as many subjective
phrases than star ratings per app. They have a strong linear
dependency: there is a positive correlation, with the Pearson’s
correlation coefficient ρ = 0.8. This is a good indicator for
considering linear regression models that can predict the star
ratings without human intervention.
Yet another possibility to plot the data from the corpus is
shown in Figure 4. This time, the number of reviews per
app is taken into account. Such a visualisation was helpful
when analysing apps according to their importance or to the
number of reviews that are provided. We do not consider
further implications in our experiments but were better aware
of the distribution of the ratings when analysing the data.
Not only is a visual analysis of the data concerning the
number of reviews and their ratings interesting, but also in
which relation stay positive and negative opinions to each
other. As can be seen in Figure 5, negative reviews have higher
impact than positive reviews. There is a negative correlation
between both of them, with Pearson’s correlation coefficient
ρ = −0.78 (apps with no positive subjective phrases were

count of reviews
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Fig. 4 Count of reviews per app sorted in ascending order.

filtered out to avoid indetermination when considering the
negative vs. positive sentiment ratio).
All these observations determined which computational
models should be considered in order to predict star ratings.
Some of these models will be presented in the next section.
In this paper and for the reasons commented above (like the
strong linear dependency between subjective phrases and star
ratings per app), we place great emphasis on multivariate
regression models.
IV. P REDICTION OF S TAR R ATINGS
Let hΘ : Rn+1 → R be the hypothesis of a multivariate
regression model,
hΘ (x) = θ0 x0 + θ1 x1 + · · · + θn xn = Θ⊺ x,

(1)

with Θ ∈ Rn+1 being a vector of parameters, x ∈ Rn+1
being a vector of features or independent variables, n ∈ N,
and i = 0, . . . , n.
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An average-based, simpler model could also be considered
by taking into account only the average value of the polarities
of a review (e.g., average polarity between all positive,
negative, and neutral sentiments of the review) in one feature.
Let h3Θ : R2 → R be the hypothesis for that case:

5
4.5
4
star-average
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h3Θ (x) = θ0 x0 + θ1 x1 .
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Fig. 5 Star average according to the negative vs. positive sentiment ratio.

The cost function which is to be minimized in order to find
the optimal values of the parameters θi is the following:
m
1 X
(hΘ (x)(j) − y (j) )2 ,
c(Θ) =
2m j=1

(2)

with m = 1701 being the number of reviews in the corpus
and y being the dependent variable or star rating for each
annotated review j.
For predicting star ratings of mobile apps, a model with
four variables (or features) could be considered, where
• x0 is equal to 1 for convenience of notation,
• x1 is the number of subjective phrases with positive
polarity,
• x2 is the number of subjective phrases with negative
polarity, and
• x3 is the number of subjective phrases with neutral
polarity.
Let h1Θ : R4 → R be the corresponding hypothesis:
h1Θ (x) = θ0 x0 + θ1 x1 + θ2 x2 + θ3 x3 .

(3)

This is the baseline model.
In case the neutral polarities are not considered, as will
be discussed in the next section, the above model can be
simplified as follows:

(6)

The average polarity (numerical) value of a review can be
calculated by mapping the polarities to the following values:
5 for a positive polarity, 3 for a neutral polarity, and 1 for a
negative polarity.
The average polarity value can also be calculated by
considering the review rating score (RRS) as suggested in [16]
and [17]. This would mean that only the positive and negative
polarities are taken into account, and are summed up using
the following formula:
RRS

(j)

=




P (j)
· 4 + 1,
P (j) + N (j)

(7)

where P (j) is the number of positive subjective phrases in
review j, N (j) is the number of negative subjective phrases,
and 1 ≤ j ≤ m. As in [16], the new rating is scaled in the
range of the corpus star rating (i.e., one to five stars).
Even a polarity ratio can be computed, too, where only the
proportion between negative and positive polarities is taken
into account.
Altogether, eight different models will be analysed and
evaluated in the experiments that are introduced in the next
section. They are summarised in Table III.
TABLE III Overview of prediction models.
Neutral
Features Polarity RSS Polarity
Model Hypothesis polarities normalised average average ratio
M1
M2
M3
M4
M5
M6
M7
M8

h 1Θ
h 1Θ
h 2Θ
h 2Θ
h 3Θ
h 3Θ
h 3Θ
h 3Θ

X
X

X
X

X

X
X
X
X

V. E XPERIMENTS
h2Θ (x) = θ0 x0 + θ1 x1 + θ2 x2 ,

(4)

with h2Θ : R3 → R.
Since some apps might have many more reviews than others,
the values of the features could be normalised using the
following scaling:
x′i =

xi − µi
,
σi

(5)

with µi the mean value and σi the standard deviation of the
feature i in the vector of features x.

Two different groups of experiments are considered for
predicting the star ratings of mobile apps based on the
expressed opinions from each review. All rely only on the
polarity of the subjective phrases that are included in the
annotated corpus.
The first group of experiments deals with assessing the
importance of sentiment in the reviews. For example, whether
to filter neutral phrases out from the corpus or not is
investigated by applying different regression models, as
introduced in the section above. Furthermore, filtering reviews
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A. Multi-variate linear regression-based predictors
Ganu et al. point out that neutral polarities do not add
significant information to their experiments [16]. This could
be also the case for the sentiment rating prediction of mobile
apps that are used here. In order to investigate this, some of
the regression models introduced in Section IV are trained and
evaluated both with and without taking into account the neutral
sentiments. Furthermore, they are also trained and evaluated
with a reduced corpus that does not contain reviews that have
no subjective phrases at all, i.e., reviews with no positive,
neutral, or negative phrases are filtered out from the corpus.
Concretely, a total of 77 reviews are filtered out.
The first experiment, experiment E1, considers the polarity
count and evaluates the baseline regression model, i.e.,
hypothesis h1Θ (x) from Equation 3 and hypothesis h2Θ (x)
from Equation 4. In other words, models M1 and M3 are
evaluated, i.e., with and without neutral polarities.
The second experiment, experiment E2, uses the
average-based hypothesis h3Θ (x) from Equation 6 for
the training. Models M5 and M6 are evaluated, i.e., with and
without neutral polarities.
The third experiment, experiment E3, considers the
baseline model and the model without neutral polarities, i.e.,
hypotheses h1Θ (x) and h2Θ (x), both with normalised features.
Models M2 and M4 are evaluated.
B. Univariate, average-based predictors
This group of experiments considers the RRS as defined in
Equation 7.
First, an experiment E4 with hypothesis h3Θ (x) is
considered. In this case, model M7 is evaluated.
A second experiment, experiment E5, also uses hypothesis
h3Θ (x) but with the negative vs. positive polarities ratio, i.e.,
model M8 is evaluated.
A third experiment, experiment E7, makes a metadata-based
prediction (also similar to that proposed in [16]): given a new
test review of an app, it predicts the rating by computing
the average of all reviews available in the training set. A
hypothesis like that from Equation 6 is considered and, with
it, a new model M9 is evaluated.
4 The Monte Carlo cross-validation is a non-exhaustive cross-validation
technique.

VI. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
The results show the averages of the mean squared errors
(MSE) and the standard deviation σ for both the training
and the test sets for each of the 10,000 iterations from the
experiments. Together with these metrics, the value of the
maximum error minus the minimum is also given.
Table IV shows the results for the first group of experiments,
i.e., for those settings that evaluate not only the importance of
neutral sentiment orientation but also whether reviews without
subjective phrases should be included in the analysis or not.
The model that best predicts the star ratings is M6 (see
the last column of experiment E2 in Table IV). This means
that filtering both subjective phrases with neutral polarity and
reviews with no sentiment orientation at all, fits much better
the predictor (i.e., hypothesis h3Θ (x) from Equation 6) to the
observed data.
In a second grade of importance are the best results
that were obtained for experiments E1 and E3. These are
underlined. For our concrete corpus, it is not a good idea
to normalise the model features: this does not improve the
accuracy (see the second-last column of experiment E3 in
Table IV). Furthermore, models with more features profit from
more data, as expected (see the first column of experiment E1
in Table IV).
Figure 6 shows a visual comparison between the results of
the first two experiments, E1 and E2.
6

5

star-average

with no sentiment out (i.e., those that do not contain subjective
phrases at all) is also analysed.
The second group of experiments makes use of other
predictors, as suggested in [16] and [17], after considering
the results of the first group of experiments.
Each individual experiment is run 10,000 times. A Monte
Carlo cross-validation4 is applied each time: on each iteration,
the annotated reviews dataset is randomly partitioned into a
70% training dataset that is used to train the model in a
supervised manner, and into a 30% testing dataset that is used
to validate it.
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Fig. 6 Rating prediction for experiments E1 and E2. Black asterisks: labels,
blue (dark gray) circles: E1 with neutral phrases, blue (dark gray) asterisks:
E2 with neutral phrases, green (light gray) circles: E1 without neutral
phrases, green (light gray) asterisks: E2 without neutral phrases.

Since the hypothesis of the best model so far is h3Θ , then
predicting the star rating for a new app given its review5 would
mean evaluating the hypothesis as follows:
h3Θ (x) = 1.0814 + 0.73538x1 ,
5 And after having classified the sentiment orientation of its subjective
phrases.
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TABLE IV Mobile apps rating prediction: Importance of sentiment in the reviews.

Experiments

with neutral phrases
with reviews with
without reviews with
no subjective phrases
no subjective phrases
MSE
σ
max-min MSE
σ
max-min

without neutral phrases
with reviews with
without reviews with
no subjective phrases
no subjective phrases
MSE
σ
max-min MSE
σ
max-min

E1: Linear regression with polarity count
Training
Test

0.60971 0.07354 0.51094 0.68953 0.08169 0.57188
0.67642 0.17841 1.25400 0.75563 0.19703 1.57250

0.60967 0.07364 0.50569 0.69099 0.08109 0.59013
0.67660 0.17898 1.32320 0.75187 0.19591 1.49400

E2: Linear regression with polarity average
Training
Test

0.29072 0.04762 0.28186 0.26790 0.04754 0.25595
0.31143 0.11380 0.72518 0.28208 0.11246 0.66817

0.29048 0.04842 0.28524 0.26720 0.04739 0.24608
0.31222 0.11589 0.69722 0.28359 0.11206 0.59792

E3: Linear regression with normalized polarity count
Training
Test

0.61055 0.07457 0.53986 0.68973 0.08230 0.60612
0.67493 0.18186 1.48680 0.75434 0.19820 1.65960

where x1 is the average of the positive and negative
polarities of the review, and the intercept and the slope are
the optimal parameters Θ that were found.
Table V shows the results for the second group of
experiments.

Experiments

with neutral phrases
MSE
σ
max-min

without neutral phrases
MSE
σ
max-min

5
4.5
4
star-average

TABLE V Mobile apps rating prediction: Other (average-based) predictors.

0.61063 0.07440 0.53547 0.68895 0.08144 0.57357
0.67396 0.18094 1.35310 0.75660 0.19710 1.50860

3.5
3
2.5

E4: Linear regression with RRS
Training
Test

–
–

–
–

–
–

0.23979 0.04484 0.21852
0.25547 0.10604 0.50679

2

Labels
E2 prediction without neutral

1.5

E5: Linear regression with ratio neg/pos polarities
Training
Test

E6: metadata-based prediction
Training
Test

E4 prediction

1

0.79105 0.08650 0.59050 0.87870 0.09371 0.65414
0.82057 0.20284 1.55290 0.91346 0.21984 1.63780
–
–

–
–

–
–

–
–
–
2.35960 0.08397 0.63069

If the review rating score is considered, i.e., model M7,
then its results outperform all other predictions (see the final
column of experiment E4 in Table V).
Figure 7 shows a closer look when comparing the best
models of both groups of experiments, i.e., E2 and E4.
The predictions that are computed based on the review
rating score are much closer to the star ratings given by the
authors of the reviews, as Figure 8 clearly indicates (compared
to those of Figure 2).
VII. C ONCLUSIONS
Textually-derived rating prediction can be performed well
even when only phrase-level sentiment polarity is available.
This is what the computational models introduced and
evaluated in this paper have shown. Not all fine-granular
opinions are of importance, however: filtering out subjective
phrases with neutral sentiment and computing the overall
sentiment of a review using the review rating score proposed
in [16] and [17] provides the best star rating predictions
for mobile apps’ reviews written in German. Based on these
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Fig. 7 Rating prediction for experiments E2 and E4. Black dots: labels,
green (light gray) asterisks: E2 without neutral phrases, green (light gray)
boxes: E4 without neutral phrases.
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Fig. 8 Review rating scores per app.

results, new applications could suggest to customers how to
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rate apps more consistently with the reviews they write, by
considering their expressed opinions at the phrase level. Both
customers and companies would benefit alike.
Further work will deal with the ideas that follow. Subjective
phrases are aspect-oriented, i.e., the expressed opinions are
probably related to features or aspects of a particular app.
By extending the model to consider the aspects’ relevance, an
improvement in performance might be achieved. Furthermore,
the phrase polarity is usually given in broad categories (i.e.
positive, neutral, and negative). It could be interesting to
analyse the strengths of the opinions [26], too. Moreover, it is
our interest dealing with other types of models different than
linear, multivariate regression ones.
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